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The work presented in this paper extends a previous study of
catalysts based on mixtures of MgO and Nd2O3 used in the oxida-
tive coupling of methane (OCM) reaction. MgO-doped neodymia
catalysts have been prepared by two different methods with various
MgO loadings and their methane coupling performance compared
with that of pure Nd2O3. Quite dramatic differences in catalytic
performance have been observed between catalysts prepared by co-
precipitation (Series A) and impregnation (Series B). Particularly
striking is the highly beneficial effect on activity and C2 selectivity
that the addition of 10 at.% MgO has on the Series B material. In both
cases catalytic performance was related to the structural form of the
material. Structural details for these catalysts have been obtained
from high-resolution electron microscopy observations and pow-
der X-ray diffraction. The results show that the microstructure of
pure Nd2O3 is significantly different depending on the preparation
route: Series A material contains Nd2O3 in various states ranging
from areas having a high degree of crystallinity to extensive regions
of semicrystalline/disordered material, whereas Series B Nd2O3 was
almost exclusively in the hexagonal form. In general, MgO-doped
neodymia catalyst materials have also been found to contain a com-
plex mixture of Nd2O3 phases which for Series B materials became
apparent after adding up to 3 at.% MgO. With a scanning trans-
mission electron microscope, it has been determined that Mg2+ dis-
solution into the neodymia (up to 2.5 at.%) almost certainly takes
place. This result in particular may explain the synergistic effect
observed for OCM catalysts of this type. c© 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION

The large reserves of natural gas that currently exist have
prompted research groups worldwide to investigate using
CH4 as an alternative feedstock. Thus the oxidative cou-
pling of methane (OCM) to form ethane and ethene has
been studied extensively over the years and can be accom-
1 To whom correspondence should be addressed. Fax: 0151-794-4675.
E-mail: ab0895@liv.ac.uk.
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plished with a wide variety of oxide catalysts (1). The de-
sired OCM reactions are

2CH4 + 1
2 O2 → C2H6 +H2O,

2CH4 +O2 → C2H4 + 2H2O.

These reactions are generally considered to occur by initial
homolytic cleavage of the CH4 molecule at the surface of the
catalyst, followed by subsequent gas-phase recombination
of methyl radicals to form the desired C2 products. How-
ever, in oxidation catalysis the possibility of total oxidation
is always present, so the following unselective reactions are
also likely to occur:

CH4 + 3
2 O2 → CO+ 2H2O,

CH4 + 2O2 → CO2 + 2H2O.

Hence the goal of OCM catalyst design is to achieve good
CH4 conversion whilst at the same time maintaining a high
selectivity for the desired C2 hydrocarbons. There have
been many studies concerning active catalyst formulations
and the reaction mechanism of conversion, whereas rela-
tively few attempts have been made to relate catalytic per-
formance with the morphology of the catalyst.

We have pursued the structure sensitivity aspect of OCM
catalyst design for MgO and doped MgO catalysts for a
number of years. By comparing the microstructure and per-
formance of pure MgO catalysts prepared by a number of
very different routes, we have demonstrated that the selec-
tivity and specific catalytic activity are unaffected by the
number of corner or edge sites that the MgO exposes (2).
This suggested that vacancies on the planar {100}-type sur-
faces of MgO are likely to be active sites for methane ac-
tivation. We have also shown that the addition of lithium
carbonate to MgO results in subtle changes in the surface
structure (3). The improved catalytic performance of Li-
doped MgO first observed by Ito and Lunsford (4) was
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associated with, amongst other effects, the presence of dis-
locations creating active sites on the MgO surface.

More recently (5, 6) we have described how the addition
of neodymia to MgO also has a beneficial effect on the ac-
tivity and C2 selectivity. It was established (7, 8) that the
extent of the synergistic effect depended critically on the
morphology of the neodymia. Six distinct neodymia mor-
phology types were identified in two series of catalysts pre-
pared by impregnation and coprecipitation:

i. Extended crystalline thin films of Nd2O3

ii. Cubic and hexagonal “bulk” Nd2O3 crystals supported
on MgO
iii. Large isolated hexagonal Nd2O3 needles
iv. Small epitaxial microclusters 1–2 nm in size
v. Continuous disordered neodymia thin films
vi. Individual clusters containing only one to three mole
cules.

After careful correlation of catalytic performance with
the morphological form of Nd2O3 present, it was apparent
that bulk neodymia phases did not contribute significantly
to the observed increase in catalytic performance. This dis-
ordered neodymia films were deduced to be the source
of synergy for the Nd2O3-on-MgO catalysts. High-spatial-
resolution chemical microanalysis studies [using scanning
transmission electron microscopy (STEM)] of the two se-
ries of catalysts indicated that Nd3+ ions did not penetrate
into the MgO support. It was speculated that the high effi-
cacy of the mixed MgO–Nd2O3 catalysts is due to the partial
substitution of Nd3+ cations by Mg2+ in the glassy thin films
and the corresponding formation of active anion–radical
species, O−, caused by charge-compensation effects (5, 6).

In this paper we extend these studies to the “reverse” sys-
tem where Nd2O3 catalysts are doped with MgO, again to as-
certain structure/reactivity relationships. A similar method-
ology has also been employed, by preparing catalysts via
coprecipitation and impregnation routes and comparing
methane coupling performance with that of a pure stan-
dard, i.e., Nd2O3. STEM microanalysis has again been em-
ployed to determine whether or not there is dissolution of
Mg2+ into any of the neodymia morphologies.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1. Catalyst Preparation

Two series of MgO-doped neodymia catalyst samples of
increasing magnesium oxide loading, i.e., 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 3.0,
and 10.0 at.%, were prepared. Series A catalysts were copre-
cipitated as the mixed hydroxide from a mixed nitrate so-
lution using ammonium hydroxide; the slurry evaporation
technique was used. An undoped Nd2O3 standard sample

for this series was obtained similarly as the pure neodymia
salt from a neodymium nitrate solution.
ET AL.

Series B samples were prepared by impregnation of pure
Nd2O3 with MgO using aqueous magnesium nitrate, whilst a
pure neodymia sample for direct comparison was obtained
by treating pure Nd2O3 with water, then drying the residue.
The reason for adopting this latter procedure is because we
have previously found that water-treated magnesium oxide
catalysts, derived from magnesium hydroxide and magne-
sium hydroxycarbonate, differed significantly in terms of
morphology with respect to their source materials (2). All
Series A and B materials were calcined in air at 850◦C for
6 h prior to catalytic testing and microstructural analysis
and stored carefully in sealed glass containers.

2.2. Catalyst Testing

The catalytic results were obtained using similar appara-
tus as described previously for neodymia-doped MgO cata-
lysts (5, 6). A standard laboratory microreactor was loaded
with 0.01 g of catalyst and pretreated in air as the tempera-
ture was raised to 600◦C, then exposed to a gas mixture of
methane, oxygen, and nitrogen in the ratio 50 : 10 : 40. The
gas flow rate was varied to maintain low degrees of conver-
sion of O2 and CH4 (of less than 15 and 3%, respectively).
These conditions were chosen in order to measure the ini-
tial rates of methane coupling and total oxidation when the
consecutive oxidation of C2 hydrocarbons (mainly ethane)
could be neglected. Reaction temperatures reported for Se-
ries A and B samples are different (650 and 600◦C, respec-
tively) because of the great difference in their catalytic per-
formance.

2.3. Microstructural Characterisation

Precise crystallographic details for the two components
of this system, atomic positions and space group informa-
tion, have been described elsewhere (8). Magnesium oxide
adopts the cubic sodium chloride-type structure with a lat-
tice parameter of 0.42 nm. Neodymium oxide, Nd2O3, is
a rare earth sesquioxide that is isostructural with La2O3. It
can exist in either hexagonal or cubic polymorphic form (9).
The hexagonal phase has a= 0.383 nm and c= 0.599 nm and
contains one molecular unit per unit cell. The cubic form
of Nd2O3 has a lattice parameter of 1.1048 nm and contains
16 molecular units per unit cell. As in our previous paper
(8), we specify the planes and zone axes of the hexagonal
Nd2O3 crystal system using a primitive unit cell and the
three digit (hkl) Miller index convention.

Two techniques have been used extensively in the mi-
crostructural characterisation of the postreactor MgO-
doped neodymia samples, namely, electron microscopy and
powder X-ray diffraction (XRD). Transmission electron
microscopy studies were carried out in a JEOL 2000EX
high-resolution microscope operating at 200 kV. Samples
were prepared for examination in the transmission electron

microscope by dispersing the powder in ethanol and apply-
ing a small drop of slurry to a lacey carbon-coated copper
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grid. Lattice fringe patterns from individual particles were
then analysed by Fourier transform (FT) techniques using
the NIH-image software package. Local composition anal-
ysis from high-resolution energy dispersive X-ray spectra
was obtained using a VG HB601 UX scanning transmission
electron microscope. The probe size of this microscope is
approximately 1 nm, giving high spatial resolution and a de-
tection efficiency of the order of 0.1 at.%. A Hiltonbrooks
modified Philips 1050 powder diffractometer with a copper
Kα X-ray source was used for the powder X-ray diffraction
studies. To minimise the problem of preferred orientation
effects when packing the sample for analysis, the sample
was sprinkled onto a Vaseline-coated glass slide.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Catalytic Performance

Different methods of introducing magnesia into the
Nd2O3 produce different effects on the catalyst surface area.
Table 1 shows that there is no discernible surface area trend
when the MgO content of the catalysts is increased by co-
precipitation from zero to 10 at.%. On the other hand,
Table 2 indicates that the impregnation route results in a
monotonic increase, with the surface area tripling from 1.6
to 4.5 m2 g−1 as the MgO content of the catalyst increases.

The performance of the two series of catalysts for the
oxidative coupling of methane has been studied, and the
results are presented in Tables 1 and 2. Temperatures and
space velocities have been chosen to satisfy differential con-
version criteria, with methane conversions kept to <3%
and oxygen conversion ca.<15%. The impregnated cata-
lysts show greater activity than the coprecipitated materials
and, because of this, were tested at 600◦C, compared with
650◦C for the coprecipitated series. The measurements in-
dicate that the specific activities recorded are similar for the
two series of catalysts, despite the 50◦C difference in testing
temperature. Tables 1 and 2 also show that for the copre-
cipitated materials there is no clear relationship between
specific activity and magnesia content, whereas a marked
increase in specific activity for the impregnated series oc-
curs only at 10 at.% magnesia loading.

TABLE 1

Catalytic Performance of Series A Catalysts
(Coprecipitated) at 650◦C

Specific activity for
Surface area CH4 conversion C2 selectivity

at.% MgO (m2 g−1) (105 mol−2 s−1) (%)

0 2.5 2.3 0.8
0.5 1.9 1.3 2.4
1.0 1.7 1.6 3.1
3.0 2.2 1.2 4.2
10.0 1.6 2.5 8.2
FOR METHANE COUPLING 385

TABLE 2

Catalytic Performance of Series B Catalysts
(Impregnated) at 600◦C

Specific activity for
Surface area CH4 conversion C2 selectivity

at.% MgO (m2 g−1) (105 mol−2 s−1) (%)

0 1.6 1.1 3.1
0.5 2.4 1.2 4.4
1.0 2.8 1.6 6.2
3.0 4.2 1.4 11.6

10.0 4.5 3.7 21.5

The tables show that for both series of catalysts the com-
bined selectivity to C2 hydrocarbons (ethane+ ethene) in-
creases roughly tenfold for Series A and sevenfold for Se-
ries B materials, respectively, over the range of magnesia
contents. Taken together with the much smaller changes
in activity, the selectivity results suggest that the introduc-
tion of magnesia replaces some neodymia sites, which are
active only in the total oxidation of methane, with selec-
tive sites of similar activity that produce methyl radicals
as the first step in methane coupling. It was therefore of
interest to study both series of materials by transmission
electron microscopy, with the aim of establishing structure–
performance relationships.

3.2. Microstructure: Pure Series A

A low-magnification micrograph of pure Nd2O3 obtained
from the pure Series A material is shown in Fig. 1a. The sam-
ple is found to contain large irregularly shaped platelike
particles with typical lateral dimensions between approx-
imately 50 and 900 nm. When these particles are viewed
at higher magnification, as shown in Fig. 1b, the neodymia
microstructure is revealed as a complex mixture of phases,
including large disordered/semicrystalline areas (labelled
x) and smaller patches of highly ordered crystalline mate-
rial (labelled y). The highly ordered crystalline areas have
dimensions in the range 1.5 to 25 nm in diameter. Analysis
of many lattice fringe patterns has allowed us to identify
the presence of the cubic and hexagonal forms of Nd2O3 as
well as some neodymium hydroxide, Nd(OH)3. Crystalline
cubic areas are the most common and extensive whilst for
the latter two cases, the areas occupied are usually only
a few nanometers in diameter. A good example of an ex-
tended area of cubic Nd2O3 is shown in Fig. 2a and has
been identified as being consistent with the [010] projec-
tion (as deduced from the FT and theoretical diffraction
pattern shown in Figs. 2b and 2c, respectively). The change
in lattice fringe contrast across the crystalline area of Fig. 2a
simply arises due to a variation in thickness across the grain.
An unusually large crystalline area of the hexagonal
form of Nd2O3 (roughly 12 nm in size) is shown in Fig. 3a.



FIG. 1. (a) Low-magnification image of Series A undoped Nd2O3. (b) The complex microstructure at higher magnifications: x, disordered/semi-
crystalline material; y, highly ordered crystalline material.
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FIG. 3. Lattice image (a), corresponding FT (b), and model diffraction

The fringe structure within this region is consistent with
hexagonal Nd2O3 projected down the [011] zone axis, as
shown by the corresponding FT from the image and in-
dexed model diffraction pattern for the [011] hexagonal
direction (Figs. 3b and 3c, respectively).

It was interesting to note that whenever the Nd(OH)3

phase was found, there was usually an adjacent region of
cubic Nd2O3 in the same grain as shown in Fig. 4a. The
respective phases are indicated on the micrograph and in
the case of Nd(OH)3, the fringe structure corresponds to
a projection along the [211] zone axis [Nd(OH)3 possesses
a hexagonal UCl3-type crystal structure, space group num-
ber 176 (10)]. The FT and model diffraction pattern for this
direction are shown in Figs. 4b and 4c, respectively. Con-
versely, crystalline regions of hexagonal Nd2O3 were never
found in close proximity to areas of Nd(OH)3.

Powder XRD patterns were also recorded for this ma-
terial; a typical example is shown in Fig. 5. The reflections
in Fig. 5 have been indexed in Table 3 to show the possi-
ble reflecting planes from the following three phases that
could give rise to a particular peak: cubic and hexagonal
Nd2O3 and neodymium hydroxide, Nd(OH)3. However, the
match is not precise due to the high degree of overlap bet-
ween the respective plane spacings. Since in the electron

microscope the constituent particles appear platelike, pre-
cise comments about the relative proportions of the three
pattern (c) of hexagonal neodymia oriented along the [011] zone axis.

crystalline phases derived from peak intensities cannot be
made. This is due to preferred orientation effects which may
still be present in the XRD patterns, despite the steps taken
to minimise them.

TABLE 3

Possible Reflecting Planes and Corresponding d Spacings for Cubic
Nd2O3, Hexagonal Nd2O3, and Neodymium Hydroxide, Nd(OH)3

Possible reflecting planes—spacing (Å)

Peak d spacing (Å) Cubic Nd2O3 Hexagonal Nd2O3 Nd(OH)3

1 5.570 (002)—5.528 (100)—5.570
2 3.210 (100)—3.200 (110)—3.200
3 3.100 (222)—3.192 (101)—3.080
4 2.789 (400)—2.772 (200)—2.768
5 2.445 (111)—2.450
6 2.234 (102)—2.225
7 2.109 (510)—2.174 (210)—2.092
8 1.851 (300)—1.848
9 1.830 (211)—1.842

10 1.773 (611)—1.797
11 1.617 (112)—1.614
12 1.592 (201)—1.599 (220)—1.605
13 1.550 (710)—1.565 (310)—1.540
14 1.427 (311)—1.417
15 1.391 (732)—1.407 (400)—1.392

16 1.319 (653)—1.324 (401)—1.311
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FIG. 4. (a) HREM image of an area of Nd(OH)3 oriented along the [211] zone axis in close proximity to cubic Nd2O3. (b) FT and (c) model

diffraction pattern of the Nd(OH)3 [211] zone axis.

At this point it is worth discussing possible reasons for
the observed complex microstructure, in particular the ex-
tensive regions of disorder. Bernal et al. (11–13) have in-
vestigated the chemistry of lanthanide sesquioxides aged
in air, i.e., exposed to atmospheric water and carbon diox-
ide at ordinary temperatures and pressures. These studies
have shown that the ageing process takes place at different
rates for the cubic and hexagonal forms of Nd2O3, the latter
being more stable (13), giving rise to bulk hydration indi-
cated by the presence of Nd(OH)3 and carbonation prod-
ucts. Significantly, it was noted that XRD alone was not the
FIG. 5. XRD pattern given by undoped Series A Nd2O3.
ideal technique for establishing the precise nature of the
carbonation products (11). Using high-resolution electron
microscopy (HREM) these authors demonstrated that hy-
drated and carbonated samarium oxide, which is isostruc-
tural with Nd2O3, was significantly disordered in the bulk
(12). Thus, given the presence of Nd(OH)3 and the disor-
der observed within Sample A, it would appear that the
material has hydrated/carbonated at some stage, presum-
ably during reaction (this point will be dealt with in greater
detail in Section 4). Hence, the complex microstructure we
observe will hereafter be referred to as hydrated Nd2O3.
The greater stability of hexagonal Nd2O3 toward hydra-
tion and carbonation effects as determined by Bernal et al.
seems to be borne out by our observation that Nd(OH)3

was never found in close proximity to crystalline regions of
hexagonal neodymia.

3.3. Microstructure: Pure Series B

The XRD pattern obtained from pure neodymia pre-
pared by impregnation (Fig. 6) matches almost exclu-
sively the hexagonal form of Nd2O3 (the specific hexagonal
neodymia reflections are indicated on the figure). The low
background signal and the sharpness of the reflections in-
dicate a high degree of crystallinity. There are also weak
reflections in this profile from the hydrated form of Nd2O3,

suggesting trace amounts of this material are also present.
Figure 7 is a typical low-magnification micrograph from
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FIG. 6. XRD pattern given by undoped Series B Nd2O3. The la-
belled peaks correspond to reflections arising from the hexagonal phase
of neodymia. Unlabelled peaks correspond to “hydrated” Nd2O3 which
can be inferred from Fig. 5 and Table 3.

pure Series B material. The particles are generally spherical
although more angular ones have been observed and their
lateral size varies between 200 and 400 nm. A typical lat-
tice image fringe pattern from a Series B particle is shown
in Fig. 8a. The corresponding FT (Fig. 8b) displays a good
match to the indexed model diffraction pattern of a [321]
hexagonal Nd2O3 zone axis (Fig. 8c).

Occasional platelike particles similar to those found in
Series A are also present in the sample, such as that la-
belled z in Fig. 7, with lateral dimensions of the order of
400 nm (comparable to pure Series A grains). At higher
magnifications, such regions are seen to exhibit a complex
microstructure similar to that of the coprecipitated pure Se-
ries A sample which is consistent with the trace hydrated
Nd2O3 signal obtained in the XRD pattern.

3.4. Microstructure: Doped A Series

XRD patterns from all of the MgO-doped catalysts in Se-
ries A were recorded and representative profiles are shown
in Fig. 9 [(a) 1 at.% MgO, (b) 10 at.% MgO]. There is an ob-
vious similarity to the patterns obtained from the undoped
Series A Nd2O3 in terms of peak positions and even the
relative intensities (refer to Fig. 5). The profiles have been
indexed using the data in Table 3 to show the possible origin
of the reflections from the two crystalline forms of Nd2O3

as well as Nd(OH)3. The presence of characteristic lines for
magnesium oxide could not be detected in this series, even
at the highest (10 at.%) MgO loading.

At low magnifications, the constituent particles, like the
corresponding pure material, are platelike and highly ir-
regular in shape possessing similar lateral dimensions. At
high magnifications, all samples showed the characteristic
microstructure of hydrated Nd2O3 as indicated in Fig. 10

which was recorded from the sample loaded with 1 at.%
MgO. This microstructure is typical for the series as a whole.
ET AL.

There is, however, a definite increase in the volume fraction
of the disordered phase component as compared with the
pure material (i.e., fewer extended regions of highly or-
dered phases), but this effect is difficult to quantify from
HREM images.

Discrete MgO particles within the doped samples were
observed only very infrequently in the samples loaded with
3 and 10 at.% MgO. Figure 11, from the catalyst loaded
with 3 at.% MgO, shows a discrete magnesium oxide particle
having typical dimensions of about 25 nm. A thin disordered
surface film of neodymia is present on the MgO surface
that is reminiscent of the found in our previous study of
the Nd2O3-doped MgO catalyst system (7, 8). This is by far
the most common neodymia morphology observed on the
MgO surface, along with individual Nd2O3 clusters.

3.5. Microstructure: Doped B Series

XRD patterns for the Series B catalysts are shown in
Figs. 12a through 12d. It is obvious that as the MgO con-
tent increases, there is a gradual change from a highly
ordered hexagonal structure to a much more complex

FIG. 7. Low-magnification micrograph of pure Series B Nd2O3. The

grain marked z is an example of the platelike material occasionally seen
in this sample.
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FIG. 8. Lattice image (a) obtained from a pure Series B particle. Corresponding FT (b) and model diffraction pattern (c) of the [321] hexagonal

Nd2O3 zone axis.

hexagonal/cubic/hydrated oxide mixture similar to that
found in samples from Series A. The change appears to
be complete at a loading of about 3 at.% MgO, at which
point the XRD pattern becomes almost indistinguishable
from those shown in Fig. 9 of doped Series A catalysts. As
with the Series A catalysts, characteristic magnesium oxide
reflections were absent from all of the XRD patterns.

Electron microscopy observations of Series B catalysts
have proved to be consistent with the conclusions derived
from the XRD data. The incidence of the characteristic

platelike particle morphology of the Series A sample in- 40 nm in size were observed in the 3 and 10 at.% samples,

creased at the expense of the more blocky hexagonal mor- but not at all in the 0.5 or 1 at.% materials. In general, they
FIG. 9. XRD patterns given by doped Series A
phology as the MgO content increases. At a loading of
3 at.% MgO, the distinctive morphology of pure Series B
material had been completely replaced by platelike parti-
cles. Higher-magnification micrographs reveal, once again,
that the microstructure in the platelike particles is a com-
plex mixture of disordered and crystalline areas containing
cubic and hexagonal Nd2O3 and Nd(OH)3 to varying de-
grees. A representative micrograph of the Series B sample
loaded with 3 at.% MgO is shown in Fig. 13.

Discrete magnesium oxide particles ranging from 15 to
catalysts: (a) 1 at.% MgO, (b) 10 at.% MgO.
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FIG. 10. HREM image obtained fro

were larger and more numerous than those observed in the
heavily doped Series A catalyst. Figure 14 shows such an
MgO particle in the sample doped with 10 at.% MgO. It is
very significant for this series that these discrete MgO par-
ticles always exhibit the continuous disordered overlayer
of Nd2O3 on the MgO {100}-type facet surfaces.

3.6. Energy-Dispersive X-Ray Microanalysis
of 10 at.% MgO/Nd2O3 Samples

We have previously speculated (7, 8) that Mg2+ ions may
be incorporated within the disordered thin neodymia films
and postulated they may be the locus of synergy in the OCM
reaction for this type of catalyst. This question has been ad-
dressed for the two series of MgO-doped neodymia cata-
lysts using high-resolution energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX)
microanalysis in a dedicated scanning transmission electron
microscope on the samples loaded with 10 at.% MgO. These
particular samples were chosen to maximise our chances of
detecting any Mg2+ dissolution.
Initial investigations showed that the analysis was inher-
ntly difficult due to the three factors: (i) loss of oxygen
the sample loaded with 1 at.% MgO.

from the neodymia, (ii) loss of magnesium during spectrum
acquisition time, and (iii) significant overlap of the Mg Kα
peak with the Nd Mγ peak (they occur at energies of 1.253
and 1.181 keV, respectively). Factors i and ii arise due to
“knock-on” displacement radiation damage by the electron
beam. A more complete description of the experimental
details and the inherent difficulties is given elsewhere (14).
A typical EDX spectrum is shown in Fig. 15, which was
obtained from a disordered region in the Series A cata-
lyst. Quantitative analysis showed this particular grain of
neodymia contains 2.5 at.% Mg2+. The spectrum has been
labelled to show the positions of the magnesium Kα and
Nd Mγ peaks. It was consistently found that the disordered
regions gave the largest Mg2+ concentrations, which were
always between 0.3 and 2.5 at.%. Conversely, the concentra-
tion of Mg2+ in crystalline areas was always below 0.3 at.%.
Compositional analysis has also been carried out on the
thin Nd2O3 films on MgO but are inconclusive due to beam
spreading effects which lead to a contribution to the Mg2+

signal from the MgO support. However, the general con-

clusion from the microanalysis is that dissolution of magne-
sium ions has taken place up to a maximum concentration
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FIG. 11. Discrete MgO particle observed in the 3 at.% MgO Series A catalyst decorated with disordered neodymia.
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FIG. 12. XRD patterns given by the MgO-doped Series B catalysts: (a) 0.5 at.% MgO, (b) 1 at.% MgO, (c) 3 at.% MgO, (d) 10 at.% MgO. Note the

change from an ordered hexagonal pattern to the complex pattern of Series A materials. This is indicated by the reduction in the number of labelled

t
hexagonal neodymia peaks. The unlabelled peaks correspond to those iden

level of approximately 2.5 at.% in both of these samples.
It is also reasonable that this incorporation of magnesium
ions may be the reason for not observing discrete MgO par-
ticles by HREM in the samples doped with 0.5 and 1.0 at.%
MgO.

4. DISCUSSION: STRUCTURE/FUNCTION
RELATIONSHIPS

In addition to the effects of hydration and carbonation
of Nd2O3 due to the OCM reaction, a further factor that
adds to the complexity of this catalyst system is the poly-
morphism exhibited by Nd2O3. Eyring (15) has compre-
hensively reviewed the extensive literature on rare earth
oxides and their reconstructive polymorphism. The cubic
structure of Nd2O3 is regarded as metastable, but the range
of temperatures over which a particular crystal structure
is stable depends significantly on the purity of the start-
ing material. For the case of high-purity Nd2O3, Warshaw
and Roy (16) found the hexagonal-to-cubic transformation

◦
was reversible at around 600 C and that cubic or hexago-
nal neodymia could be accompanied by its hydrated form
ified for Series A materials (Table 3).

depending on the calcination temperature and time, the
pressure, and the reactants used. Furthermore, Stecura (17)
showed that structural transformations of Nd2O3 not only
depend on the precursor material but occur over a wide
range of temperatures. Thus, consideration has to be given
to the possibility that not only has the neodymia hydrated
but also that magnesium oxide, acting as an impurity in the
neodymia lattice, preferentially stabilises certain neodymia
phases. For the Series A catalysts, stabilisation of other ph-
ases (not necessarily cubic, but possibly the hydroxide phase
and the products of carbonation) by MgO appears to be
plausible: the XRD profiles are virtually identical for the
whole series and there is a gradual loss of the hexagonal
constituent present in the pure material. For Series B cata-
lysts, too, there is a definite trend in converting from a
bulk hexagonal crystal structure to the more disordered
hydrated Nd2O3 form as the MgO concentration increases.

In terms of relating this information to structure/function
relationships in this catalyst system, the obvious question
to ask is, “Do we believe that what we see is representative

of the working catalyst?” If it is accepted that hydration
and carbonation have taken place, then is it reasonable to
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FIG. 13. Representative micrograph obtained from an MgO-doped Series B catalyst.
attempt to correlate the catalytic performance measure-
ments with HREM observations? Significantly, a study of
lanthanum oxide in the OCM reaction by Le Van et al. (18)
revealed, from in situ infrared spectroscopy studies, that
lanthanum oxycarbonates (of general formula La2O2CO3)
could be formed during the OCM reaction below 700◦C.
The stability of these oxycarbonates was found to depend
on the preparation conditions of the material: the oxycar-
bonates in a sample calcined at 800◦C for 16 h were found
to be less stable than those in a catalyst calcined at 650◦C
for 2 h. The latter sample also performed better in terms
of C2 selectivity. The presence of multiple phases at these
sorts of temperatures has also been noted by Greis (19),
who studied hexagonal rare earth sesquioxides and found
that temperatures between 1000 and 1600◦C had to be em-
ployed to decompose all the carbonate contaminants.

Containing both carbon dioxide and steam at high tem-
perature, the OCM reaction mixture is likely to be severely
corrosive to any catalyst. We therefore believe that the mi-
crographs are representative of the working catalyst since
great care was exercised in storage of the samples between
reaction and examination (we cannot of course be certain

that atmospheric ageing has been completely prevented, for
example, during introduction to the microscope). It is our
proposal then that the structural disorder observed in the
Nd2O3 samples (associated with hydration/carbonation)
may well exist under typical reaction conditions and is ulti-
mately beneficial to OCM performance.

Whilst the activities of the two samples of pure Nd2O3

are similar, the C2 selectivity of Series A material is sig-
nificantly lower. Microstructurally, pure Series A material
is composed of platelets containing a complex mixture of
disordered neodymia phases, crystalline cubic Nd2O3, and
lesser quantities of hexagonal neodymia and Nd(OH)3. By
contrast, pure Series B neodymia has been shown to be
almost completely in the hexagonal form. Therefore, it is
apparent that the hexagonal form of neodymia is, overall,
a better OCM catalyst than a mixture of ordered cubic and
hydrated phases of Nd2O3. However, the poor activity and
C2 selectivity values obtained for the pure Series B mate-
rial concur with our earlier findings (8) that bulk crystalline
neodymia phases do not contribute significantly to the cata-
lytic performance of this mixed oxide system.

For the doped Series A catalysts there is a small de-
crease in specific activity which occurs for all dopant lev-
els except the highest which is similar to the parent mate-

rial. It is, however, noteworthy that selectivity is improved
by the addition of magnesium oxide at all levels studied.



FIG. 14. MgO particle decorated with disordered neodymia observed in the Series B sample loaded with 10 at.% MgO.
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FIG. 15. EDX spectrum obtained from a disordered region of
neodymia in the sample loaded with 10 at.% MgO.

Although the effect is difficult to quantify, these materials
show an increase in disorder over the pure Nd2O3 catalyst.
The increased level of performance at higher doping levels
(≥3 at.%) is almost certainly due to (a) the dissolution of
Mg2+ up to 2.5 at.% in the disordered regions of individual
Nd2O3 grains and (b) the appearance of discrete MgO par-
ticles decorated with disordered neodymia thin films (also
probably incorporating dissolved Mg2+). Series B doped
materials display a notable increase in activity and C2 se-
lectivity to the extent that at a loading of 10 at.% MgO, the
specific activity improves by more than three times and the
C2 selectivity almost sevenfold. This appears to be in direct
relation to the presence of an increasing amount or dis-
ordered platelike material and significant amounts of dis-
crete MgO particles decorated with disordered thin films
of neodymia. The latter morphology is observed frequently
in the Series B samples containing 3 and 10 at.% MgO. As
with the Series A catalysts, EDX microanalysis shows that
the dissolution of magnesium ions in the disordered Nd2O3

phase takes place up to 2.5 at.%. Thus, a synergy between
MgO and Nd2O3 in the OCM reaction has been clearly
demonstrated, an effect that can be correlated with physi-
cal observations; i.e., the reaction is structure sensitive. It is
highly significant that EDX analyses prove that dissolution
of Mg2+ ions in the neodymia lattice has occurred since this
is likely to generate additional O2− vacancy sites which are
thought to be beneficial in improving OCM selectivity.
What is more difficult to reconcile is the disparate cata-
lytic performance between Series A and B catalysts when
S FOR METHANE COUPLING 397

the microstructures of the doped samples containing 3 at.%
magnesia are so similar. One possible explanation appears
to be related to the observation of fewer discrete MgO par-
ticles in Series A catalysts, especially as EDX microanaly-
sis indicates that Mg2+ dissolution is comparable for both
series of samples. A greater MgO deficiency in Series A
catalysts is perfectly plausible given that the coprecipitation
process requires that all starting materials are in solution;
i.e., dilution of the intended concentration of dopant could
take place during catalyst preparation.

5. CONCLUSIONS

It is apparent there are complicated factors to consider
in a structure/activity analysis of mixed Nd2O3/MgO ma-
terials. For instance, there is the tendency of neodymia
to hydrate and carbonate (resulting in significant struc-
tural disorder) and the unquantified effect that dissolved
Mg2+may have in stabilising other neodymium-containing
phases. However, for both series of catalysts we believe that
in order to achieve good methane coupling performance
it is desirable to have the combined effects of disordered
neodymia (which we have found to increase as the MgO
concentration increases) and discrete MgO particles deco-
rated with disordered neodymia thin films. We also believe
the synergy observed is directly linked to the dissolution of
Mg2+ ions in regions of disordered neodymia. The catalytic
performance of the Series B catalysts in particular show
these characteristics convincingly as the MgO loading in-
creases. Although Series A catalysts do not show similar
dramatic improvements in catalytic performance a syner-
gistic effect is still evident. Hence, we can relate the results
from this study directly to those of the Nd2O3-doped MgO
catalyst system (8) where it was concluded that disordered
thin surface Nd2O3 films (incorporating dissolved Mg2+)
were the most likely source of the observed synergy.
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